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Marketing leaders must boost scale, relevance and return on content marketing

investments. To meet these needs, content marketing platform vendors provide ideation,

editorial planning, content sourcing and analysis capabilities. Use this research to find a

CMP that drives efficiency and results.

Strategic Planning Assumption
By 2020, 90% of brands will practice at least one form of marketing personalization. However,

content — not data — will be the bottleneck and primary cause of failure.

Market Definition/Description
Gartner defines content marketing platforms (CMPs) as software solutions that support the

practice of content marketing. Many CMP vendors complement their solutions with optional

services. However, most CMPs include, at a minimum:

This Magic Quadrant does not cover related categories such as stand-alone work or project

management, digital asset management (DAM), stand-alone content curation, or stand-alone

social publishing tools. While many of these solutions have two to three capabilities in common

with CMPs, they don’t meet the minimum inclusion criteria for this market and don’t properly

support the use cases required by marketing leaders responsible for content marketing.

Magic Quadrant
Figure 1. Magic Quadrant for Content Marketing Platforms

Capabilities to support ideation, editorial planning, collaboration and workflow■

Tools and services to create, curate and publish content of all types■

Analytics and insights to measure and optimize content performance■

Integrations to connect CMPs to existing marketing technologies (i.e., marketing automation)■
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Source: Gartner (April 2019)

Vendor Strengths and Cautions

Contently

Contently is a Leader. It provides a unified approach to the content life cycle, bringing together

strategic services, a talent marketplace and a technology platform. Contently’s platform is

consistent year over year with core functionality that helps marketers source content and

manage editorial planning and workflow. Its Content Decision Engine offers performance-based

content analytics and measurement, which help content marketers optimize their content for

publication. The company serves more than 225 enterprise and midmarket customers.

Contently is a strong contender for marketers seeking strategic services and talent sourcing

along with a CMP solution.
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Strengths

Cautions

CoSchedule

CoSchedule is a Niche Player. The company’s solution is built and optimized for editorial

planning and workflow management. It focuses on facilitating an end-to-end agile marketing

process to support content marketing planning and execution. Customers attribute an intuitive

user experience and exceptional customer service to easy implementation across the

organization. Its clients include midmarket and enterprise B2B and B2C brands across a wide

range of industries. Marketers who need strong workflow and project management in their

content marketing platform should consider CoSchedule.

Editorial planning and creative workflow. Clients give high praise to Contently’s user

experience. The calendar supports both templates and customization that allow users to tag,

filter and color-code for planning across multiple brands, business units and geographies.

Contently’s workflow feature is completely customizable, enabling users to control versions

and compare content. Users looking to Contently for best practices can apply its templates

and algorithms to their content development and planning. The workflow system allows for

multiple users and protocols, as well as variable configurations. It enables users to evaluate

search engine optimization (SEO) keywords and comment on videos and images while in

development.

■

Global talent network. Client references appreciate Contently’s talent marketplace. It allows

them to source new content from a network of over 100,000 content creators in more than 20

countries and efficiently manage creative talent logistics. The creative intake form and talent-

matching algorithm allow clients to more effectively develop the content that meets their

brand needs.

■

Services. The company’s focus on customer success, which encompasses program

managers, talent management, editorial services and strategy services, plays a critical role in

ensuring successful partnerships. Its experience with enterprise customers can benefit

clients who hope to learn from its best practices.

■

Creative resource management. Contently now supports the ability to collaborate with

freelancers, agencies and organizations that are not licensed users. This gives clients a view

of external creative resources and their content production within the platform. However,

once these creatives are added, they cannot be differentiated from the larger Contently talent

network. Users looking to collaborate with external resources should use caution around

access to their creative networks.

■

Ideation insights. Compared with other Leaders in this research, Contently lacks social

listening capabilities to inform new content creation. Its ability to provide strategy services

and SEO keyword recommendations may balance this for some organizations.

■
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Strengths

Cautions

Kapost

Kapost is a Leader based on its strength with editorial planning, workflow, task management

and sophisticated analytics. It maintains a laser focus on the complex needs of B2B enterprise

and midmarket content marketers. Kapost’s platform has remained largely consistent year over

year with core functionality that helps marketers manage their content complexity through

editorial planning, workflow, expert consulting and proprietary benchmarks. It’s not a one-size-

fits-all solution; marketers with modest CMP requirements may not need Kapost’s full-service

offering.

Strengths

Creative workflow and project management. CoSchedule features a robust, fully

customizable workflow. Marketers can capitalize on CoSchedule’s experience in this area and

implement recommended templates and schedules. The visual calendar supports team

management, approvals, content recommendations based on SEO, project status and the

ability to support agile teams. It also features functions for curating and optimizing content

for social channels.

■

Distributed content marketing. CoSchedule’s workflow and governance rules are highly

configurable. Distributed teams, agencies and freelancers can work on projects in real time,

and leadership can view distributed efforts and manage team workload.

■

Ease of use. CoSchedule provides an easy-to-use interface with intuitive features, enabling

quick adoption and ROI.

■

Limited scope. CoSchedule’s orientation toward workflow management limits its scope.

Marketers seeking more comprehensive solutions including content ideation and

performance should account for potential integrations and workarounds with additional tools

or partners required to serve complete content marketing use cases.

■

Integrations. The CoSchedule solution currently offers limited salesforce automation/CRM

and DAM integrations, with a roadmap that focuses on these areas in the future. Marketers

looking for ease of integration should explore the platform’s ability to integrate into existing

marketing technology stacks and publishing tools.

■

Editorial planning. Kapost’s editorial planning tool, Canvas, lets users plan their content

strategies and align planned content to personas, relevant journey maps and budget

requirements. The tool helps users connect content strategies to editorial calendars and

connect content performance to prospect conversion and revenue. Studio lets users

collaborate on the content details in support of production and publishing goals within a

configurable, templated workflow.

■
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Cautions

NewsCred

NewsCred is a Leader. The company offers a complete content marketing solution that includes

a SaaS technology platform and a content marketplace as well as strategic consulting and

editorial guidance services. The technology and consulting services are underpinned by a

standardized methodology that provides a consistent, repeatable approach to content

marketing. NewsCred has embraced a wide view of content, extending its capabilities beyond

just content marketing to other audiences within an organization involved in the creation and

distribution of content. The company has a strong worldwide presence, multilingual content

capabilities and over 200 enterprise customers.

Strengths

Analytics. Kapost offers advanced content analytics capabilities, including business

intelligence (BI) integrations, enabling users to track performance of content against

business goals, budget, persona, customer journey stage, tags, content themes and more.

The company’s analytics also fuel its planning tool, enabling marketers to use this data to

inform content planning.

■

Integration. Kapost offers 150 built-in integrations for the marketing technology stack. Its

platform connects to web content management (WCM) systems, video, audio, social media

and marketing automation tools. Kapost offers some DAM capabilities through a

combination of integrations and native features. Kapost provides out-of-the-box integrations

and premium integrations for CMSs, CRM, work management and more that can be

configured and adapted through codeless connectors to meet individual process needs.

■

Ideation insights. Kapost has limited listening or intelligence capabilities to support data-

driven ideation or inform content with external data sources. Marketers seeking more robust

SEO or social insights for ideation should recognize the need for additional third-party tools

when using Kapost. The solution otherwise may not be an ideal fit.

■

Market scope. Kapost’s content marketing focus on B2B limits its range for some wider

marketing use cases; however, clients cite using it for broader scenarios such as sales

enablement and B2B event content production. The company’s B2B orientation limits its

appeal to B2C and B2B2C markets.

■

Data-driven planning and performance analytics. NewsCred has a strong underlying data

foundation that spans the breadth of its offering. These capabilities range from its Idea Lab

module designed for content planning that integrates multiple data sources to its in-depth

content performance analytics that offer comprehensive options for accessing and viewing

content performance. The integration and depth of NewsCred’s data and analytics

capabilities is differentiated in the category.

■
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Cautions

Percolate

Percolate is a Leader. Its vision extends beyond content marketing to enterprise marketing

management and helping global marketing teams keep up to date on campaign status, assets,

requirements and performance. The Percolate platform has been launched in over 70 countries

and 18 languages. Percolate serves both B2B and B2C clients across the full spectrum of

industries.

Strengths

Support for complex use cases. NewsCred solutions are frequently used by its clients for

advanced use cases. Multiple types of groups within an organization, often beyond the

marketing team, use the platform. The NewsCred solution supports complex workflows and

the needs of highly distributed organizations. These capabilities allow NewsCred clients in

highly regulated or sophisticated structures to effectively scale their content marketing

programs.

■

Comprehensive, integrated platform. The NewsCred solution is expansive and well-integrated

beyond many others in the category. The range of capabilities from intelligent content

planning to workflow management to performance analytics is strong and feature-rich. The

content sourcing and services offerings are aligned through the NewsCred methodology and

well-connected to the use of the technology.

■

Out-of-the-box integrations. Some NewsCred clients expressed their desire for additional

prebuilt integrations with other marketing technology vendors. NewsCred has completed

custom integrations for many clients and does have standard integrations for many martech

vendors, but some clients would like to see an expanded library of integrations.

■

Communication about rapid speed of change. NewsCred received some criticism from its

clients on the communication related to product updates. Some clients expressed concern

about keeping up with changes or being properly notified in advance about new features or

advancements.

■

Complex enterprises. The Percolate solution supports implementation across large, complex

organizations with an average deployment size of 189 users across 18 teams. User

permissioning, integrations with key enterprise tools and configurable data models allow

large enterprises to represent complex organizational structures within the Percolate

platform. Clients indicate that their main reasons for purchasing Percolate are operational

efficiencies and business process agility.

■

Multibrand/multigeography support. Percolate’s flexible team hierarchy allows organizations

to map access, visibility and collaboration to a team’s unique structure. This allows

organizations with multiple brands or brands with multiple language and localization

requirements to configure the platform to their unique needs.

■
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Cautions

ScribbleLive

ScribbleLive is a Niche Player. It supports the content life cycle through the ScribbleLive content

cloud, which is a collection of services separated into four distinct products: TrendHub provides

predictive content intelligence; Visually provides access to a creative talent network and

collaborative work management platform; ion interactive supports the creation of data-driven

interactive experiences; and Engage supports social engagement and live events. Customers

can purchase products individually. ScribbleLive serves B2B and B2C clients across multiple

verticals. It has strong experience with media and publishing organizations, and large

technology companies.

Strengths

Cautions

Flexibility for alternate use. While Percolate is used primarily for content marketing, its base

flexibility can be configured for additional uses related to content production. Percolate

clients report using the platform for the planning and coordination of technical manual

updates and product launch materials, internal communications, and tradeshows and events.

■

Limited ideation data. Percolate does not integrate third-party data sources such as social

listening or search data into its platform. Its ideation data is focused on published content

performance data.

■

Content sourcing and curation. Percolate targets organizations that produce the majority of

their content in-house. It does not offer integrated content sourcing or content curation

capabilities.

■

Content sourcing. The Visually product provides access to a diverse network of over 1,500

content creators. While clients can source any type of content, from copywriting to e-books,

ScribbeLive’s focus is on helping clients create visual content at scale. The product’s

workflow and collaboration features are designed around sourcing and managing visual

content like videos, infographics and animations.

■

Ideation. While ScribbleLive sold off its Linkdex SEO solution in 2018, it has invested in AI-

powered content intelligence. Its TrendHub product is powered in part by IBM Watson and

provides content marketers with predictive trends and content intelligence to understand

what topics and issues are relevant and will resonate most with their audience.

■

Midmarket solutions. While the majority of its customers are enterprise level, the lower price

point of ScribbleLive’s individual product modules may be a good match for midmarket

organizations whose needs are limited.

■

Integration of modules. While ScribbleLive is capable of supporting the full content life cycle,

there is limited integration between its individual product modules. The ScribbleLive content

■
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Skyword

Skyword is a Niche Player. Skyword is a content marketing software platform that supports

ideation insights, content creation and creative workflows, and analytics. It features social

media marketing and DAM capabilities suitable for large enterprises. The Skyword solution

includes talent sourcing capabilities complemented by a suite of creative services. Still, the

platform’s capabilities are less robust than Leaders in some areas such as content curation and

providing a unified experience. Skyword serves a mix of B2B and B2C clients across vertical

industries. Marketers seeking a global, adaptable toolkit with native content personalization and

social marketing basics should consider Skyword.

Strengths

Cautions

cloud is less a unified solution and more a collection of useful tools. Most current

ScribbleLive clients are using individual services rather than the full suite of products.

Metadata management. ScribbleLive’s content metadata management capabilities are not as

robust as other vendors in this Magic Quadrant. Clients give ScribbleLive low marks for both

editorial planning and metadata management.

■

Analytics. Skyword now comes with analytics tool TrackMaven, although it is not currently

integrated. It provides advanced content analytics capabilities, improving ideation insights

through customized indexes and benchmarks, in addition to real-time alerts on content

opportunities. Unified reporting (i.e., owned, social, web, search and dashboards), search and

keyword analytics enable users to track performance of content against business goals.

■

Creative workflows and personalization. Skyword comes with 54 adaptable workflows for

common content types, such as blogs, e-books, video and infographics. In addition, Skyword

offers a customizable review and approval process designed for each type of content,

including video and infographics. Skyword’s publishing system has a content personalization

engine to help marketers better identify and serve more relevant content on websites and

within email campaigns.

■

Global, enterprise-level scale and support. Skyword’s solution supports translation and

content localization in 25 countries and 14 languages with support for 22 currencies. The

company can support multibrand business models with a planner that can be viewed by

brand, persona, buying stage, channel and region, and analytics dashboards customized by

brands and channels, excluding analytics.

■

TrackMaven internationalization. While on the roadmap, lack of TrackMaven GUI

internationalization could slow global team adoption, minimizing the combined value of

Skyword360 and TrackMaven. Organizations with globally distributed teams should keep this

in mind when evaluating analytics needs.

■
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Sprinklr

Sprinklr is now a Challenger, moving from its position as a Niche Player in 2018. The company

provides a broad range of services to support marketing, advertising, research, customer care,

social media and messaging applications. Content-marketing-related capabilities represent a

substantial portion of its broad suite of offerings. The company is well-known for its social

media capabilities. Sprinklr clients include B2B and B2C companies from a wide range of

industries.

Strengths

Cautions

Vendors Added and Dropped

Roadmap. Skyword’s product roadmap, including integration with TrackMaven, has key

investments in core CMP capabilities that will eliminate some gaps and usability concerns, if

delivered.

■

Data-informed content planning. Sprinklr integrates data from social media, messaging and

other sources to provide a quantitative foundation for content planning. These insights can

include social media signals and trends as well as integrating first-party data from surveys or

other sources. These capabilities also include the ability to evaluate emotional sentiment

around specific topics and categories as well as past performance metrics.

■

Responsive partner. Customers rated Sprinklr positively for its overall responsiveness and

engagement. They also expressed appreciation of the company’s ability to connect subject

matter experts specific to client industries and challenges to ensure the most relevant

support and strategic guidance.

■

Workflow and rule engine. Sprinklr customers tout the company’s strong workflow

capabilities and rule engine. These capabilities align well with the needs of the firm’s more

complex clients and support the scale of the platform across organizations. The company

provides the ability to automate many of the tasks involved to support content marketing at

scale.

■

Breadth of offering. The expansive feature set and focus on multiple use cases may be seen

as a positive to some and a fragmentation of focus to others. The breadth of offerings also

increases the number of other competitive tools and technologies marketers may need to

evaluate and manage.

■

Professional services delivery. Some clients expressed concern about lack of depth in the

firm’s professional services team. Sprinklr was rated slightly lower than other vendors in the

category for quality of service delivery.

■
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We review and adjust our inclusion criteria for Magic Quadrants as markets change. As a result

of these adjustments, the mix of vendors in any Magic Quadrant may change over time. A

vendor’s appearance in a Magic Quadrant one year and not the next does not necessarily

indicate that we have changed our opinion of that vendor. It may be a reflection of a change in

the market and, therefore, changed evaluation criteria, or of a change of focus by that vendor.

Added

CoSchedule

Dropped

Spredfast

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Revenue and New Customers

Providers in this evaluation must have had global revenue for their CMP software product

offering of at least $5 million in annual revenue and 20 or more net new customers won

between November 2017 and November 2018. The market is relatively new. Small and midsize

vendors compete for customers, most of which have never before retained a content marketing

platform. The lack of incumbents makes a vendor’s ability to acquire new customers at pace a

signal of strength.

Required Capabilities

Providers in this evaluation must support five out of the seven following application capabilities:

Ideation insights: Data-driven idea and theme sourcing leveraging aggregated insights from

the public domain.

■

Editorial planning: Planning tools for idea, calendaring and resource management with

multiple views or visual layers that enable agility in planning and communication. Planning

should be connected to concepts such as personas, themes, topics or campaigns to ensure

alignment to content marketing objectives. Editorial calendars and visual constructs include

calendar view, Kanban view, Gantt chart view and similar formats.

■

Creative workflow: Management of the sequential steps to produce content across teams

and geographies, including creative briefs, drafts, revisions and approvals, with documented

tracking and change management. Includes alerts and collaboration tools, and may include

plug-ins to common office or creative suites. Must be content-type-agnostic with support for

formats including but not limited to blogs, e-books, white papers, infographics, interactive

assets and social media posts.

■

Content metadata management: Ability to assign custom attributes to content that extend

beyond basic descriptors, but could include things such as persona, journey stage and

business line. These tags or planning metadata can be used to perform robust content audits

■
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In addition to the above basic capabilities, providers in this evaluation may have some or all of

these capabilities:

and content personalization (these are not SEO-specific metadata). This does not require

incorporation of a DAM, but may be delivered via an integrated DAM.

Publishing: Ability to author and publish content assets from within the application and/or

through direct integration to at least two categories of publishing endpoints. Examples are

web content management systems, social publishing tools/social media outlets, print

publishing tools and email marketing programs.

■

Content performance analytics: Basic and/or advanced analytics:■

Basic analytics: Visibility into fundamental performance metrics such as page views,

engagement time and shares over time that can be manipulated for different assets or

asset classes based on their attributes such as content type and document length.

■

Advanced analytics: Data and insights that connect content to the context of the customer

journey. Includes performance measurement across owned and external content, and may

include closed-loop analytics with detailed asset-level attribution or sales influence data.

■

Integrations: Out-of-the-box integration (such as API-enabled or scripts) or custom

integrations, with two or more of the following categories of complementary tools:

■

CRM systems: e.g., Salesforce, Microsoft Dynamics, SugarCRM■

Digital asset management: e.g., Adobe, Aprimo, OpenText■

Lead management or multichannel marketing: e.g., Eloqua, Marketo, Pardot, HubSpot■

Marketing analytics: e.g., Adobe Analytics, Google Analytics, IBM Digital Analytics■

Sales enablement: e.g., Brainshark, Highspot, Seismic, Mediafly■

SEO or content intelligence tools: e.g., BrightEdge, BuzzSumo, seoClarity■

Social publishing: e.g., Hootsuite, Sprinklr, Spredfast■

Web content management: e.g., Sitecore, Acquia, IBM Web Content Manager■

Content storage/DAM: Repository and library services features (e.g., create, retrieve, update

and delete), metadata and taxonomy management, search and guided navigation features,

life cycle and rights management capabilities, access and identity management, asset

editing, manipulation, and transcoding (see the integrated DAM definition in “Market Guide for

Digital Asset Management”).

■
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Notable Mentions

Several vendors demonstrated many of the qualities we associate with content marketing

platforms, but they didn’t meet all of our inclusion criteria. However, given the growth rates and

volatility of this marketplace, they are worth watching and potentially evaluating for your own

business needs.

Curata

Curata leverages artificial intelligence and natural-language-processing technologies for its

combined content curation system and content marketing platform. The curation solution

enables users to scan, select and publish content to a variety of publishing channels. The

content marketing platform includes editorial calendar, workflow, integration with social and

multichannel marketing platforms, and sales force automation, as well as advanced content

analytics capabilities. Establishing itself with small and midmarket brands, Curata has made

progress with enterprise clients over the past two years. Curata was not included in the Magic

Quadrant because it did not meet the minimum revenue inclusion criteria.

DivvyHQ

DivvyHQ is a content planning and workflow solution focused exclusively on the strategy,

ideation, planning and collaboration aspects of content marketing. Its offering is accessible to

smaller organizations at a lower price point than many others in the category. The company

focuses on simplicity and ease of use. It offers planning and calendar features, workflow, asset

management, and content performance analytics. DivvyHQ was not included in the Magic

Quadrant because it did not meet the minimum revenue and mandatory capabilities inclusion

criteria.

Oracle Content Marketing

Oracle purchased stand-alone CMP vendor Compendium in 2013 and currently offers the tool as

a stand-alone product called Oracle Content Marketing. In 2017, it added content portal, an

application for sales enablement content access, to broaden appeal for teams looking for

content marketing and sales enablement support. In 2018, it made minor changes to the

Content curation: Ability to ingest, assess (automated assessment against predefined

criteria) and suggest relevant user-generated or existing published third-party content with

appropriate rights management and moderation.

■

Content sourcing: Managed access to third-party content creators via a talent marketplace or

other resources. These resources enable content marketing leaders to augment in-house

staff via scalable staff managed through their existing toolsets and editorial processes.

■

Multibrand/Multigeography support: Ability to partition the system, roles and workflows by

distinct programs that may be separated based on business unit, geography or other dividing

lines. Enable a brand to use a single system to roll up all content operations while allowing

subteams to function independently.

■
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calendaring application and user interface. 1 Gartner receives limited client interest or mentions

of the product in use. As part of Oracle’s participation in the 2018 “Magic Quadrant for

Multichannel Marketing Hub,” Oracle received average (averaging 3 of 5) scores from references

using Oracle’s content management capabilities. Existing Oracle Marketing Cloud clients

considering the CMP should seek details about product growth, support and future plans. Oracle

was not included in the Magic Quadrant because it did not meet the minimum revenue inclusion

criteria.

Evaluation Criteria

Ability to Execute

This analysis emphasizes product capabilities and customer experience (in the form of client

input) as evidence of a vendor’s Ability to Execute. Sales execution/pricing and marketing

execution receive medium weights as indicators of growth potential. For this market in

particular, our analysis took into account the visibility and breadth of vendors’ own content

marketing efforts. Overall viability was given low weight in this analysis. That is because of the

newness of the category and because this type of solution is not yet mission-critical to business

operations like some other systems of record might be (e.g., CRM or email marketing

applications). Finally, market responsiveness/record and operations were both weighted low

due to relative lack of historical data on both criteria. As the market evolves and more

longitudinal analysis is available, these may become more important and readily analyzed

criteria.

Table 1: Ability to Execute Evaluation Criteria

Source: Gartner (April 2019)

Completeness of Vision

Product or Service High

Overall Viability Low

Sales Execution/Pricing Medium

Market Responsiveness/Record Low

Marketing Execution Medium

Customer Experience High

Operations Low

Evaluation Criteria Weighting
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As this is a growing market, with the complexities of serving content marketing and often

marketing content needs, this analysis most heavily weights market understanding. Our analysis

places emphasis on offering/product strategy, which indicates a vendor’s approach to meeting

market needs in current and future features. Similarly, it gives strong consideration to innovation

due to the relative wealth of automation and insight opportunities that abound in the space, with

keen needs from marketers to improve efficiency and quality. We expect that the use of AI for

ideation, content planning and personalization will play a greater role in vendor Completeness of

Vision as the market evolves. Business model and geographic strategy are weighted low due to

the limited overall diversity of this market at this time. Sales and vertical/industry strategy are

not rated, as there is limited evidence of concrete sales channel or go-to-market differences.

Vendors did not exhibit strong vertical depth in the shape of tailored product, services or go-to-

market approaches. At this time, clients evaluating CMP vendors should presume that the

verticals referenced are relevant primarily in ensuring that others within an industry have seen

success, but should not presume any customization for their own unique industry needs.

Table 2: Completeness of Vision Evaluation Criteria

Source: Gartner (April 2019)

Quadrant Descriptions

Leaders

Leaders possess capabilities across nearly all product requirements, most notably related to

editorial planning, workflow and metadata management. These strengths allow clients to

customize their offerings and optimize them to unique business processes. Leaders have

solidified their market position and have recognized strengths, each with one or two

Market Understanding High

Marketing Strategy Medium

Sales Strategy Not Rated

Offering (Product) Strategy Medium

Business Model Low

Vertical/Industry Strategy Not Rated

Innovation Medium

Geographic Strategy Low

Evaluation Criteria Weighting
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differentiators that make them competitively distinct. Leaders manage vibrant growing

businesses with client references that are generally satisfied to very satisfied.

Challengers

Challengers have a developed understanding of the content marketing platform market and

possess capabilities across some of the product requirements. Challengers manage growing

businesses with client references that are generally positive.

Visionaries

There are currently no Visionaries in this market. Visionaries provide a strong vision for the

content marketing market or they excel in advanced or emerging areas such as AI-powered

content analytics and recommendations. They can set a strategic direction or demonstrate

specific innovative capabilities in one or more functional areas that the market will eventually

adopt. Although Visionaries show promise in content marketing, they may lack execution

capabilities, such as growth potential, resources or scalability.

Niche Players

Niche Players in this market fall into two categories: heritage content marketing vendors

building their foundations; and heritage social media marketing vendors that can support some

content marketing use cases. For both types of vendors, this market’s Niche Players offer many

capabilities but lack heft in a few critical functions, such as editorial planning or publishing. Or,

they’ve omitted certain functions altogether, such as ideation. Several vendors forgo these core

CMP capabilities, but offer capabilities outside the realm of the CMP. Their particular mix of

features enables them to serve the needs of some but not all content marketing clients while

also serving the needs of clients in other specific roles such as social or SEO.

In the case of the social marketing vendors, their lack of focus on the broader content marketing

use case may preclude them from moving beyond a Niche Player. In an effort to maintain what

they do well — social — they may avoid the risk-taking attributes and investments of the Leaders

in this market.

Context
When evaluating a content marketing platform, first audit your organization’s marketing maturity

(see “Maturity Model for Content Marketing”) to ensure you have the processes, skilled talent

and internal resource commitments required to generate value from the tools. Generally, content

marketing programs at Levels 1 and 2 are unable to fully leverage CMP capabilities. Upon

graduation to Level 3, teams investing in CMPs are more likely to achieve the desired benefits of

scale and pace.

Develop a sound content marketing strategy prior to your vendor search. Doing so ensures the

platform you select works in service to your strategy — not the other way around. Recognize that

a CMP simply enables your content marketing program; its ability to deliver business benefit is

only as strong as the strategy, messaging and narrative your team provides.
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Analyze your marketing workflow to ensure that you’re evaluating the right category of tools. Do

you have a focused content marketing use case? Or do you have broader marketing issues to

address, such as campaign or communications efficiency? Based on your needs, consider

whether CMPs or work management tools are the better fit (see  “Modern MRM: The Evolution

of Marketing Operations Management”). If your needs are blended, shortlist the CMP vendors

whose capabilities and vision span the full scope of marketing campaigns, content planning and

workflow.

Finally, evaluate your strategy, staffing and business processes to determine which type of

solution best suits your needs. Questions to guide your thinking include:

As you build your business case and requests for proposals, ensure you use not only product

and capability criteria but also vision and cultural fit, scope of solution, and experience with your

business model. Leverage your Gartner subscription to discuss your requirements with an

analyst who can help refine your selection process.

Market Overview

Customer Demands Drive a Fervent Content Marketing Focus

Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for Content Marketing Platforms reflects marketing’s urgent need for

tools that help develop, produce and deliver branded content. As audiences demand relevant

and personalized content from brand engagements across channels and devices, marketing

leaders are growing their content marketing operations as a result. According to Gartner

research, marketing leaders report allocating only 5.9% of the marketing budget to content

creation in 2018, forcing marketers to be more efficient in their efforts. 2

The past 10 years find content marketing moving steadily along Gartner’s Hype Cycle (see

“Hype Cycle for Digital Marketing and Advertising, 2018”). Brands seek to capitalize on the

business results of more effective content by expanding the scale and delivery speed of the

What tools does my team need to better align content with customer experience, personas or

value segments?

■

Can my current staff and agency resources create all the content my program requires, or do I

plan to augment them with third-party or user-generated content?

■

Will my content library and team be large enough that I need robust DAM capabilities?■

Is my content program distributed across brands and geographies, requiring multiple nesting

roles, calendars and workflows?

■

Will my CMP need to integrate with other tools in my marketing ecosystem to enable the

reporting and analysis that my strategy and leadership require?

■

Does my organization require additional services in the form of strategic or tactical support

to build content marketing muscle?

■
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content they produce. But creating a consistent pipeline of high-quality content consumes an

enormous amount of marketing resources. As the volume of customer data and the tools

available to support more sophisticated content marketing campaigns increase, operational

inefficiencies lead to missed opportunities and lackluster program results.

CMPs Address Content Marketing Inefficiencies

CMPs help marketers achieve content marketing efficiencies at scale. While several vendors

here offer more than a CMP solution — providing strategic content services and/or

marketplaces for content sourcing — the emphasis of this evaluation is on CMP technology

offerings. We assess how effectively each vendor’s tools and services serve marketing’s need to

improve content marketing program operations. We also explore how each vendor solves both

content marketing and marketing content use cases. Indeed, while vendor capabilities vary, all

eight firms covered in this analysis confirm that a plurality of their clients use their CMP tools

beyond narrow content marketing applications.

The burgeoning and fragmented CMP marketplace is populated by vendors whose legacy

solutions — from talent-sourcing platforms to content curation sites — are evolving to meet

broader content marketing needs. Conversely, many vendors outside the CMP marketplace offer

tools and capabilities that overlap with elements of CMP offerings, including:

Most workflow and project management or stand-alone social publishing vendors don’t meet

Gartner’s criteria for CMP Magic Quadrant inclusion; nor do the content marketing modules

native to larger DAM, WCM or multichannel campaign management systems. However, as

clients request new features to solve for content marketing use cases — and as CMP vendors

themselves expand beyond current capabilities — the CMP marketplace will rapidly evolve.

Marketers’ desire for fewer, more robust tools to achieve content marketing operational

excellence will drive this evolution, including “growth through consolidation or acquisition.”

Work/Project management: These tools are typically deep in task and workflow

management, but lack the ideation, editorial and analytics capabilities required for CMP use

cases.

■

Web content management: These tools may have light planning and asset management

capabilities, but lack ideation, editorial, publishing and analytics capabilities.

■

Digital asset management: These tools often have robust workflow, permissioning and

asset/metadata management, but lack ideation, editorial planning and content marketing

analytics capabilities. They’re frequently limited to visual or multimedia assets with little

consideration for text (see “Market Guide for Digital Asset Management”).

■

Sales enablement: These tools include strong metadata/asset management and lightweight

publishing capabilities, but lack ideation, planning and broader analytics. They are typically

complementary to CMPs, though a few CMPs (e.g., Kapost and NewsCred) include similar

capabilities.

■
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That’s why, in addition to our focus on content marketing, this Magic Quadrant evaluates each

vendor’s level of commitment to broader content supply chain capabilities. As brands adapt

their content marketing operations for more personalized, dynamic engagements, we expect the

demand for robust planning and automation tools (such as content tagging and prescriptive

recommendations) to increase. As marketers seek to prove the ROI of content marketing

efforts, we expect embedded analytics to feature largely in leading vendor roadmaps.

CMP Penetration and Future Adoption

Most CMP vendors evaluated in this Magic Quadrant report year-over-year growth of 20% to

50%, a slight cooling from last year’s estimated 30% to 75% growth. Most of these vendors

report closing larger deals in 2018, suggesting an expansion of their value propositions and

success growing their footprints at larger enterprises with greater needs for content

coordination. On their heels are CMP vendors that didn’t meet our revenue inclusion criteria for

this report, but which eye upmarket expansion as they succeed in serving smaller and midsize

businesses. Most Magic Quadrant CMP vendors reported new business wins at client accounts

with no incumbent provider, consistent with Gartner’s findings that just 40% of organizations

have adopted some form of content marketing solution. 3 Such opportunities underscore our

view that the CMP market will continue to grow as content becomes marketing’s primary

currency for creating profitable customer experiences.

The authors would like to recognize project management and writing support services provided by

Lauren Abel and Barbara Sibley.

Evidence
We based this document on questionnaires and briefings from CMP vendors, including those

featured here, as well as feedback from reference customers.

 “Winner’s Circle: Contently and the Contently Quarterly,” (https://digiday.com/awards/winners-

circle-contently-contently-quarterly/) Digiday.

1  “Oracle Content Marketing Release Center,” (https://community.oracle.com/docs/DOC-

921447) Oracle.

2 “CMO Spend Survey 2018-2019: Marketers Proceed Into Uncharted Waters With Confidence”

3 Martech Survey: Gartner’s first Martech Survey was conducted using a mixed methodology

(online/computer-assisted telephone interviewing) from 6 July through 20 September 2016. For

this research, Gartner surveyed 206 marketers in the U.S. at companies with more than $500

million in annual revenue. The mean annual revenue was $5.2 billion.

Evaluation Criteria Definitions

Ability to Execute

Product/Service: Core goods and services offered by the vendor for the defined market. This

includes current product/service capabilities, quality, feature sets, skills and so on, whether

https://digiday.com/awards/winners-circle-contently-contently-quarterly/
https://community.oracle.com/docs/DOC-921447
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offered natively or through OEM agreements/partnerships as defined in the market definition

and detailed in the subcriteria.

Overall Viability: Viability includes an assessment of the overall organization's financial health,

the financial and practical success of the business unit, and the likelihood that the individual

business unit will continue investing in the product, will continue offering the product and will

advance the state of the art within the organization's portfolio of products.

Sales Execution/Pricing: The vendor's capabilities in all presales activities and the structure

that supports them. This includes deal management, pricing and negotiation, presales support,

and the overall effectiveness of the sales channel.

Market Responsiveness/Record: Ability to respond, change direction, be flexible and achieve

competitive success as opportunities develop, competitors act, customer needs evolve and

market dynamics change. This criterion also considers the vendor's history of responsiveness.

Marketing Execution: The clarity, quality, creativity and efficacy of programs designed to deliver

the organization's message to influence the market, promote the brand and business, increase

awareness of the products, and establish a positive identification with the product/brand and

organization in the minds of buyers. This "mind share" can be driven by a combination of

publicity, promotional initiatives, thought leadership, word of mouth and sales activities.

Customer Experience: Relationships, products and services/programs that enable clients to be

successful with the products evaluated. Specifically, this includes the ways customers receive

technical support or account support. This can also include ancillary tools, customer support

programs (and the quality thereof), availability of user groups, service-level agreements and so

on.

Operations: The ability of the organization to meet its goals and commitments. Factors include

the quality of the organizational structure, including skills, experiences, programs, systems and

other vehicles that enable the organization to operate effectively and efficiently on an ongoing

basis.

Completeness of Vision

Market Understanding: Ability of the vendor to understand buyers' wants and needs and to

translate those into products and services. Vendors that show the highest degree of vision

listen to and understand buyers' wants and needs, and can shape or enhance those with their

added vision.

Marketing Strategy: A clear, differentiated set of messages consistently communicated

throughout the organization and externalized through the website, advertising, customer

programs and positioning statements.

Sales Strategy: The strategy for selling products that uses the appropriate network of direct and

indirect sales, marketing, service, and communication affiliates that extend the scope and depth

of market reach, skills, expertise, technologies, services and the customer base.
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Offering (Product) Strategy: The vendor's approach to product development and delivery that

emphasizes differentiation, functionality, methodology and feature sets as they map to current

and future requirements.

Business Model: The soundness and logic of the vendor's underlying business proposition.

Vertical/Industry Strategy: The vendor's strategy to direct resources, skills and offerings to

meet the specific needs of individual market segments, including vertical markets.

Innovation: Direct, related, complementary and synergistic layouts of resources, expertise or

capital for investment, consolidation, defensive or pre-emptive purposes.

Geographic Strategy: The vendor's strategy to direct resources, skills and offerings to meet the

specific needs of geographies outside the "home" or native geography, either directly or through

partners, channels and subsidiaries as appropriate for that geography and market.
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